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“Behold” 

You’ll notice tonight, I think, how so much of the scripture that we’ll read from, as 
well as how so many of the carols that we’ll sing, speak to us first and foremost 
as poetry and in the poetic mode—and so these words that we’ll be immersed in 
are the type that seek more to evoke rather than to explain. If I had to pick one 
word to be the key-word for tonight—and key-word almost literally here as the 
word which might open up this evening for us—it would be the word “behold.” Not 
convince, not prove, not even believe, but behold.  

And so, following in the spirit of this great story which asks simply that we behold, 
that we observe, that we ponder, as the meditation tonight I’ll offer these brief 
thoughts on what it is that we might find ourselves beholding this evening.  

Behold 

Behold—Christmas Eve— 

The night they say the earth stood still and the stars paused in their spinning… 

The night they say creation held its breath in breathless anticipation…  

The night they say creation held its breath like how we hold our breath before 
diving into the water…  

Or maybe breathless like how our breath can be taken away from us as we stand 
before something so stunning, before something so, as we say, breathtaking…  

Behold, the light which travels across a great, dark expanse; the light which lights 
up silver a spinning rock in the sky; the light which reflects earthbound and floods 
a landscape of hills and snow and ice; that same light somehow reaches us in all 
its brilliance, leaving us nearly blinded, even at midnight… 

Behold this blue and green and white marbled earth floating unsuspended in 
unending space… 

Behold the rise and fall of its ten thousand things—the plants, the animals, the 
rivers, the lakes… 

Behold, tonight, simply one of those ten thousand things… 

Behold, a child whose birth intrigues everything and everyone—the animals and 
the stars; the wandering shepherds living the simple life out in the fields; the 
political-kings like Herod, wrapped up in their gilded palaces and golden dreams 
of power; even the philosopher-kings like the magi, keepers of the winnowed 



wisdom of the world who nevertheless felt compelled to set out almost blindly into 
the night, following after something so tenuous, so faint, so flickering as the first 
light from the first star…  

Behold, a child whose birth intrigues everyone because, really, we still have no 
idea about what it means to be born, about what it means to find ourselves here, 
on the receiving end of this great gift—gifted from the start and gifted 
throughout—having done nothing to bring ourselves into being—gifted such that, 
when we’re at our best, gratitude is our default state, for indeed it is the very truth 
of our existence… 

Behold, as John’s Gospel helps us ponder it, how in the beginning was this Gift, 
and the Gift was with God and the Gift was God. All things came into being 
through the Gift, and without the Gift, not one thing came into being. And the Gift 
became flesh and dwelt among us—or, as the original Greek reads here, pitched 
its tent among us—and so the Gift comes not in the relative stability of the inn, 
but in the more tent-like and vulnerable dwelling of the manger: a bit closer to the 
things of this earth, to the animals to which we are kin, and to the ground from 
which we are made—adam from the adamah as Genesis puts it, earthlings from 
the earth, stardust-creatures from the stardust.  

Behold, a child whose birth intrigues everyone because intense focus on this one 
moment in time can be for us a window into the meaning of every other 
moment—how God, how the divine impulse to life, cannot be contained in words 
alone or in anything abstract or external, but jumps out of the text, and plunges 
into the texture of everyday experience, into your experience and into mine, as 
marvelous and as wondrous as that fact is.  

As marvelous and as wondrous as it is… 

Behold, tonight a child is born; tonight, heaven and nature sing; tonight, all the 
earth shall ring. 

Welcome to this most holy night, welcome to Christmas Eve.	  


